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I am very pleased to be preaching today as the readings from Genesis and Luke
are two of my favorite passages of scripture. I don’t know if you knew, but I taught
philosophy for 45 years. So in fairness I should call your attention to the warning in
Colossians: “See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy and empty
deceit….”
And unfortunately, there’s another philosopher at play this morning. In the
reading from Genesis, Abraham, like a good philosopher, is arguing about how many
righteous people it would take to redeem Sodom and Gomorrah from the wickedness
perpetrated by others. Arguing...with God! He not only is testing his own understanding
of God’s commandments to be just, punish the wicked and be compassionate, but he is
trying to discern if God can be held to the same standards. His process is vintage Jewish
scriptural discernment (called midrash) to figure out how to proceed when principles
conflict. Don’t you love this passage!
As the lectionary suggests, the Gospel reading strikes a related theme with Jesus
telling us that if we ask it will be given. “So I say to you, Ask, and it will be given you;
search, and you will find; knock, and the door will be opened for you. For everyone who
asks receives, and everyone who searches finds, and for everyone who knocks, the door
will be opened.” Beautiful! So what’s to preach about? The message is clear:
communication, dialogue with God is ours for the having.
While I love this message, I must admit to a long-standing problem with
petitionary prayer, with making requests of God; and I would guess that many of you do

too. I bet each of you can give a dozen examples of such prayers that would make us
cringe. Sports players (and coaches I would guess) are constantly praying for their basket
to go in or the kick to split the goalposts, whole teams kneel in prayer before the game,
hunters pray their shot will kill the target animal, and race drivers pray for safety if not
victory. Students pray to pass an exam or get an A on a paper. If you’re like me, when in
high school you prayed for that desirable classmate to notice you and return your
affections. Soldiers and even whole nations pray for victory in battle. Farmers pray for
good weather and a bountiful harvest. Politicians pray for victory (and I would guess
many of them pray not to be found guilty of corruption). We could go on, couldn’t we?
My point isn’t just that some petitionary prayers probably are blasphemous, but
that people in theistic societies have taken Jesus at his word. In spades! Ask and it shall
be given. And like Abraham we are left to discern how to determine which prayers are
worthy or benign or not just trivial. In the end we have to leave this up to God, I suppose,
but surely the plethora of petty petitions tends to undermine the entire practice.
Unfortunately we are faced with an even more perplexing problem. What to do
when our asking doesn’t seem to be granted? We asked and it doesn’t seem to be given.
And it’s one thing when she gets a B rather than an A, or the prayed-for kick doesn’t
score; but what about the pained, repeated prayers by a parent for the life of a suffering
child who dies? Or the parent who prays for her soldier son to return safely and then the
tragic news comes? Or our prayers for an end to environmental degradation that seem to
go unanswered.
If that’s not difficult enough, what if God seems to favor the other side, the
unrighteous? Do the good guys always win? Doesn’t it sometimes seem like our

arguments with God, unlike Abraham’s example, fail to convince God to be rightous!
There’s also the little point that if our theism is true, God knows our every desire.
So it would seem that putting our desires to words, making petitions of God, is redundant,
unnecessary. Why ask?
Perhaps you can see why trips like this down philosophical lane often result in
theism with an ‘a’ in front—a-theism. At the very least you can see why I have resisted
petitionary prayer for many years. So...I’m not sure I have much to offer except to leave
you with questions and doubts. (Feign walking away)
Ok. I’ll try to make some sense of this wonderful and fundamental feature of
theisms that have a personal God. It seems to me that this is a situation that requires a
different tack, a new beginning. Maybe the problem isn’t simply that there are too many
trivial petitions or that God can be mysterious. Maybe the problem lies with our self
understanding.
Remember, Abraham was trying to understand how to apply the moral precepts
he had been given. I submit that a crucial missing piece of knowledge for most of us is
that we have what my most influential professor in graduate school, Frithjof Bergmann,
called “the poverty of desire.” Following after Hegel, the great 19 century German
th

philosopher, Bergmann contended that often we don’t really know what we truly want.
What! Surely if anything is true of us in our consumer society it’s that we know what we
desire. Our whole economy, our entire way of life is based on fulfilling our desires. We
all desire happiness and happily we live in a time and place where more people around
the world are able to get what they want.
As a beginning way to see why our desires are lacking, consider how easily we

are manipulated by advertisements, whether commercial or political. The central goal of
the sellers is to get us to desire what they want us to desire. And boy, are they successful!
Furthermore, it seems to me that we become confused and our desires trivialized by
choices. We are told that what makes America great is that we have so many choices, but
while you’re overwhelmed trying to figure out which kind of toothpaste or coffee or pain
reliever to purchase, the important choices are programmed and controlled by those with
real power.
Put another way, for the most part few of our desires are our own. Our need for
liquid becomes a desire for soda. Our need for regeneration becomes a desire for a
Caribbean cruise. Our need for companionship and sex becomes twisted by pornography.
If our desires are constitutive, if they are a major pillar of our very selves, then whom we
are is fabricated by others. Furthermore, it seems like our selves can spin on a dime, they
can change rapidly and dramatically.
Cravings are especially pronounced desires. Many cravings become obsessions
that control us, be it for food, recognition, sex or power. But even these most powerful
desires often are impoverished. The person with a drinking problem desires alcohol, for
example, but their overwhelming desire for booze is symptomatic of the poverty of their
desires. Their desire has gained control.
The Buddha realized 2000 years ago that rather than satisfying desires being the
road to fulfillment, desires are the fundamental source of suffering. Does this mean that
Jesus’ seemingly consoling message that if we ask it shall be given is a trap? Are we to
succumb to an ever-expanding vortex of spiritual consumerism that ultimately makes us
unhappy?

Hopefully we’re finally ready for a different understanding of today’s gospel, one
that doesn’t add to the poverty of our desires. I believe the fundamental problem with
praying to sink a free throw or land that perfect job is that it is magical thinking. We want
intervention from the magical kingdom that will change the ordinary course of events.
Instead, I propose that we need to reconceive our selves and our spiritual practices.
The Buddhist version of this re-conception is meditation, the goal of which is
often characterized as getting rid of the self, achieving the so-called “no-self.” I think it’s
much more helpful to think of the goal of meditation to be becoming a different kind of
self. A self not composed of egoistic desires for personal satisfaction, but a self in tune
with the larger forces and flow of society and the world. A self whose major focus is
compassion. Therein lies true happiness, nirvana.
The Christian version of this is prayer, but not the petitionary prayer we often find
to be wanting. We need contemplative prayer which pulls us out of our usual selves, our
desiring egos, and instead points us toward unity, a oneness with all that is. Christians
call this love, the movement toward becoming love. As we get better at this movement of
our selves to a larger identity, love becomes who we are rather than what we try to do,
what we desire.
A fundamental feature of Christianity, like Buddhism, is that we can become like
the master. Jesus and Buddha were revealers and inviters who show us how to become
like them. We can all become mystics and learn a new consciousness.
But what about those of us who have a ways to walk on this path? (Like you and
me?) Petitionary prayer can be part of our progress on the way if it gets us to take a
serious look at our desires. If we listen to ourselves and learn to sort out what we truly

want and need, then we begin to transcend our egos to take on Christ consciousness.
In good philosophical style, let me end with some questions meant to help you
learn from your petitions to God.
-What do you desire that lies dormant in your soul?
-Is there a pattern to your prayers that reveals a deeper desire than you have
voiced?
-As you pray for yourself are there others whom you silently include? Or wish to
include?
-Are you afraid to express your heart’s desires?
Amen

